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1. edificio storico
2. asilo nido
3. scuola dell’infanzia
4. futura collocazione della palestra

place   Trieste
year   since 2002
client   

1. historical building
2. nursery
3. kindergarten and elementary school
4. gymnasium
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Scuola del Castelletto

The intervention is localized in the area of the eighteenth century villa Castelletto 
Geiringer, whose position on the ridge of Scorcola denotes it as an emergence on the 
panorama of the city of Trieste. The Castelletto, designed and built in 1896 by engineer 
Eugen Geiringer, is surrounded by the green woods of the promontory and faces the city 
with his front facade, while it tends to camouflage in respect to the Carso ridge to which 
it turns its one-storey back facade.
Since 1980 the historical building is the seat of the comprehensive equalized institute 
European School of Trieste, which offers an intensive teaching of the english language 
and is integrated into the Italian scholastic system.
The design process has been directed towards the functional necessities of the school 
campus, respecting the global requirements of environment and landscape protection 
for the whole compound and of the historic building under heritage protection in 
particular. The general planning scheme of the scholastic compound, worked by urban 
planning and successive project work, identifies the building operations destined to 
accomplish the expansion of the scholastic activities:

nursery organized on three levels below the principal terrace in front of the Castelletto 
(completed 2009)
kindergarten and elementary school on the slope of the hill at the back of the histori-
cal building (completed 2011)
gymnasium next to the historical building, integrated into the morphology of the 
hillside (programmed for 2016)
landscape plan / reconstruction of the park considering the entire compound in its 
various aspects (coming soon)

type     new building
              renovation
              urban planning

function  education

Landscape protection L 1497
Heritage protection DLgs 42/2007



EUROPEAN SCHOOL CASTELLETTO
nursery

1. piazzale principale
2. copertura calpestabile
3. asilo nido
4. vani tecnici
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1. piazzale principale
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1. main terrace
2. roof terrace
3. nursery
4. technical spaces

The building is inserted into the characteristic grazing terraces typical of the Trieste 
coast, which descend from the eighteenth century Castelletto towards the streetcar line 
for Opicina designed by the same engineer Eugen Geiringer. Exposed to the south, in a 
silent and calm position, the nursery turns wide glass window panes to the Golf of 
Trieste, and is organized on three levels below the main terrace: the roof terrace, the 
true nursery level with a terrace in front of it and technical spaces (heating, laundry) in 
the level below the terrace.

The cladding of the walls is coming back to the local arenaria stone already present in 
the historical building and in the terrace walls as well.



EUROPEAN SCHOOL CASTELLETTO
kindergarten and elementary school
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lower level

upper level

1. courtyard
2. arcade
3. classrooms
4. free classrooms
5. staff rooms
6. cafeteria
7. storage
8. restrooms
9. old building Castelletto

The building is placed on the north side of the eighteenth century Castelletto, with 
which it forms a courtyard with reduced dimensions on the hilltop of Scorcola. It shows 
a balanced asset both in plan and section, as well as the decision for a composition that 
harmonizes with the surroundings. The facade towards the valley is of protective 
character and takes up the medieval motif of loopholes  in an contemporary key, while 
the courtyard side is characterized by a wooden canopy with an arcade and a open stair 
that lead to the roof top. The lower level accomodates spaces destined for the kinder-
garten, while the upper level is destined for elementary school. 
Besides classic classrooms, there are rooms for other activities , a cafeteria and a staff 
room.
 


